150%

more bandwidth
than 10GbE1

Accelerate Fast

A seamless
migration path
to IEEE
100GbE

50%

25/100GbE can help!
Current approaches to managing increasing
data center traffic are restricting speed—and
growth. HPE ProLiant Servers with HPE 25Gb
Ethernet adapters provide the largest jump in
Ethernet performance at an attractive price, while
accelerating server and application performance.

less
cabling

Take the HPE 25/100GbE Express Lane

Why HPE 25/100GbE?
No matter what size your data center, you need to
continuously address growing bandwidth requirements
while improving efficiency to reduce costs and extend your
ever-shrinking IT budget. HPE 25/100GbE networking
infrastructure delivers the right efficiency and performance.

HPE efficiency
27% lower TCO and 31% less
power compared to 10GbE1

HPE end-to-end
reliability
100% hardware and
software compatibility

HPE performance
40% more streaming HD
videos with a 25GbE enabled
data center

hpe.com/networking/datacenter
hpe.com/info/servernetworking
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Internal NVMe Benchmark testing done with 2 port 25GbE card comparing 10G to 25G
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Designed to work better together
HPE is the first end-to-end 25/100GbE server networking
vendor in the market. The switch, transceivers, cables, and
adapters all deliver the HPE reliability you expect, and are
designed and tested to work better, together. This means
you can transition with confidence to server connectivity that
delivers industry-leading performance as well as cost-effective
scalability and reliability. With end-to-end HPE components,
you get compatibility with any installed HPE ProLiant DL, ML,
or Apollo server.

HPE Ecosystem

HPE ProLiant DL/ML,
Apollo servers

HPE 25GbE
Network adapters

HPE access/leaf
switches

HPE core/spine
switches

